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Introduction
“Oh my God!! It’s prom night the next week! What do I wear? Who am I gonna
dance with, what is a girl got to do!?” Sound familiar? If you are reading this
eBook, it means you have a HUGE prom night to look forward to. You would
definitely need all the help to make it a glamorous night that will have a lasting
memory (and impact) on your life.
Thousands of girls each year literally freak out over this night as there is always so
much to plan; to look forward to that everything seems to be going haywire. The
prom dress being the most important purchase decision you will ever make in life.
At this point, all you need is a good guide, which is why this eBook is dedicated to
giving you a great prom night experience.
Want to have a great night? Then make sure you follow the instructions and
guidelines given in this eBook. You will be guaranteed a perfect night, which will
not only be fun and glamorous, but will also give you a great experience. The book
will help you go through the very basic in understanding what prom night is and
how you have to start preparing for it.
Our later chapters will include how you can find a date, what dress and even what
kind of makeup you should don. We will even have a prom pledge (more of that
later) as well as a few tips on how you should behave on the night and what to
expect out of the people there. Every page in the book will be a practical guide to
your great prom night experience. Most of the time girls lose their sense and
sensibility out of excitement and end up in unexpected situations. This book will
take into account such crises and guide you on how to maintain your sense and
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sensibility. Prepare yourself mentally for the prom night of your life and you will a
great experience!

What is Prom Night
Prom night is one of the most important events for a senior in high school. The
night includes going out with a date, having a dance in the school’s ballroom and
enjoying yourself all dressed up in glamorous attire. This is a stepping stone in a
senior’s life where relationships are developed, feelings are hurt (when you
happen to dress more glamorous than the other and have a hunkier date) and
friends are made or lost. A lot happens on prom night, with a teen feeling
completely out of place, to a teen being made prom queen.
A date is a symbol of attractiveness. Girls would rather stay home and miss their
prom night than go without a date. They spend months and months finding the
“right” guy to ask them out for prom night and when in time, there is no datable
guy, you can expect a girl on the height of depression which is actually dangerous.
With guys taking prom night to be a fun and chilled party zone, girls take it to be a
life changing experience. Weeks are spent in getting the perfect dress, the perfect
hairstyle to go along and some even go to the extent of planning on makeup,
pedicures, manicures and the list goes on!
Where prom night was a simple celebration of leaving high school, it has now
become an event that leaves a great impact. The increasing demand of wearing
the most beautiful dress and looking absolutely gorgeous, just to get approval
from others is making a prom night an almost weary event rather than a fun and
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celebratory event. The real essence of prom night has sadly been lost somewhere
and now all that one can see is a fashion feast and the competition of dates.
To make a prom night memorable and everlasting, girls need to calm down and
make wise, sensible decisions rather than going hysterical over a dress or a date.
It is the most important night in your school life as after that, life takes on a
different turn. You learn to become an adult and are not a high school teen
anymore. Your prom night should not only be all about dressing pretty and acting
mean, but it should be about looking beautiful and cherishing every moment
spent with classmates and also with your date.
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Prom Planning
Planning ahead is always recommended when it comes to having a perfect prom
night. From planning for the perfect dress to the perfect dance move, you just
have to lay it all out. Keep a dairy where you can record stuff you need to do at
and for the prom. Record dress ideas and colors or the kind of hairstyle you would
like. If you come across any material on print or online, get it in a hardcopy and
keep a folder ready. Later when you go to the hair dresser to get that beautiful
hairdo, you would not feel confused or freak out over what the hairdresser does
to your hair! So, here’s a quick timeline guide to help you prepare in advance for
the great night.
3 Months before the Night
 Scan through magazines and online shopping stores for the latest trends
and prom night dresses.
 Decide on the dress you would like to have (more of that below) and start
looking for matching shoes/purses.
 Get your dress ready at least a month before the prom night, so that you
can have alterations done if needed.
A Month Before
 Start with jewelry shopping if your dress and shoes are finalized.
 Begin searching for salons from where you want to have your hair done.
Schedule the time with them, keeping enough space for you to get ready.
 If you’re on the, “do it myself” agenda, then collect ideas, try it out at home
first to make sure you can make that perfect hairdo on the grand day,
without much delay.
 Hair cuts are a bit risky if you do them right on the day of the prom. There
can always be a chance of something going wrong so, try to have the hair
cut a week or two prior to the prom.
Two Weeks to Go
 If you’ve got less or zero experience of wearing heels, then its time you
start practicing walking and dancing on the heels.
 Be sure you practice prom night dance moves beforehand, if you’re not into
dancing (and if this is your first time!)
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 Have a proper rehearsal with the dress on and try out different hairstyles
that may match with it. In case if there’s any problem, you would still have
time to sort it out.
 Try out different lip and nail color, to see what would be matching with the
dress.
A Day before the Night
 Make sure you pack the purse with required accessories such as tissues,
gloss, perfume, breath mints, safety pins (you never know when the need
would arise), some cash and of course your small mirror!
 Bring along your digital camera too, but make sure the batteries are
working fine. Click test some pictures to ensure everything is working well.
 Wash your hair before, so that by the next day, it would be ready for
grooming and styling.
The Day!
 Wear a loose shirt when going to the parlor so that later you can easily
change out of it without affecting the hair.
 Don’t do rigorous exercise. Just a few aerobics to ease anxiety.
 Use a good facial mask in the morning to give your face a beautiful glow. If
possible take a good afternoon nap.
And you are now all ready for the grand day!! See! All there was to it was
“planning” :-)!
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Finding a Date
No girl will ever want to go to a prom if she doesn’t have a date. For girls, it’s a
symbol of acceptance, of being popular and wanted if the coolest, hunkiest and
hottest guy ask them out for a date. Well, you should not be so weak as to need a
guy to make you shine your best. Do not fall prey to this “need”, as when you
enter real (read adult) life, you have to be an independent individualist. Practice
that right from now. Walk tall even if you don’t have a date, feel confident and
you will soon have someone coming over and asking you for a dance. What will
attract his person is your confidence and individuality, not clinging on to a guy for
dear life!
If you’re still not convinced and find the need for a date to be non-negotiable,
then read this section carefully.
The Guy Your Parents Would Approve Of:
Prom night is your official night out for a date. If you haven’t been on dates
before this (yes, there are many girls busy with high school scores!), it would be
hard to come across a good enough guy. Note, I say good enough, because your
parents also have to approve of the date. On a serious point, remember that if
you date the wrong guy, you could end up in drinking or boozing scenes - not
something your parents would be proud of. Therefore, you have to be very
careful in finding the right person to be with.
The problem is where to find the guy! If you have an active friends circle, you
could ask your pals for a good reference. If you have single guy friends who your
parents know of, it’s easy to go out with either of them. You don’t really need to
have a “in love” guy to date for prom. So as long as the guy has decent manners,
respects the law and is a good enough citizen, your parents will sure be happy to
send you out with him.
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The Different Type of Guys
Before you set out to use your girlish charms to get a guy go on a prom date with
you, it’s important to know his “type”. Yes. I know. But you have to understand
the kind first before you use your valuable charms, because if he is the wrong
kind, you could end up feeling busted - literally.
The Hot n Hunky Hunk
All the popular girls (especially the cheerleaders) would be laying out a path of
roses just to get this guy on their side. He’s on a fierce competition scale. Now
unless you are not the prettiest/hottest girl in school, it would be a tough tough
go at this guy, especially if you have never interacted with him before. He may be
so engrossed with all the attention, that he might not even be noticing you.
So either you give up on this dude and look elsewhere (he will have all the girls
approaching him) or get in line to be another one to charm him up. If you’re
different from the rest of them, you may stand a chance of getting to talk up to
him. By the way, do make sure he isn’t booked for the night, or you’d feel quite
foolish for approaching him in the first place. If he’s single, you’d have to go
through a really tiring time just to get his attention. From inventing techniques
just to talk to him; to getting him to participate with you in school activities to
getting his full concentration from the other ladies actively pursuing him. Put him
on the planning list, with the timeframe of two months before the prom! He’s a
lot of work.
The Sweet and Quiet Guy (read Intelligent Guy)
He’s good looking, but not very popular and likes to keep with himself. To win this
guy, you don’t have to be showing off attitude, rather you just have to be a little
intelligent, talk cool and show interest in the world. He doesn’t really like dumb
blonds and would prefer someone who has a deeper outlook on life than what
nail color would suit you. This guy is the ideal man that your parents would love
to send you out with.
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The Mystery Man
Now this guy is even more intense than the sweet and quiet guy. And yes, he’s
not only good looking, he’s the sort of enigmatic bad boy that girls usually find
attractive. Don’t worry! Bad doesn’t literally mean bad, but someone who’s had
some painful past history and is not at all interested in whatever is happening in
this painfully maddening world. If you can get him out of this thought process and
be his friend, you might stand a chance of getting him to the prom with you.
There are two extremes to this kind of a man. He will be shy and very reserved or
he will be cruel and bashful; it’s’ all your luck. If, you’re the average home girl,
look elsewhere. He needs a girl who’s equally weird to get his attention!
The Friendly, People’s Person Guy
He’s nice, sweet, friendly and helpful. Talkative, funny, supportive! He could be
your ideal guy if you can connect with him and get to know each other better. He
may even go out with you on a date, even if he’s not genuinely in love with you.
He likes being a good friend, so if you guys get along as great friends, it shouldn’t
be a problem to get him out there on prom night!
The All Time Flirt!
Personally, I’d recommend you don’t go out with this guy, until, absolutely
necessary – or if you lay a, “no closeness” condition. He’d be the one who would
love to touch you for no reason at all and could also get you in a sticky situation
(in case he is a serious womanizer). Even if you do go out with him, make sure it’s
in a group gathering and that you’re not alone with him. If mom and dad knew
the repute of this guy, you might stand a very poor chance of going for the date.
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Guys You Would Want to Avoid
You may want to avoid having these guys for a date, even if you have to go to the
prom alone.









Heavy smokers
Law breakers
Weirdos
Rash drivers
Tattooed gangster
Profane language
Part of a gang
Disrespectful, chronic trouble makers.

If you ever make the mistake of hanging out with any of these guys, not only your
prom night, but your life could be doomed. Therefore, be very careful of these
people!

General Tips on Getting A Guy to Notice You!
For the guys you are genuinely interested in and who are good enough to spend
your time in pursuing them, asking them for a date, here are a few tricks you
could use.
 Don’t stalk him! Get to know him through a mutual friend or just
accidentally pretend to bump into him, only then cleverly taking the chance
of talking to him.
 Don’t show him that your head over heels over him. Show attitude! Men
feel provoked when a girl doesn’t drool over him. He has had so much
drooling that when someone doesn’t do that, it would instantly spark his
attention.
 Flirt with an elegant, fine style rather than being blatant and trashy. Keep
the guy curious. Talk on interesting things.
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 Ask him for a casual lunch at the cafeteria or exchange numbers and text
him once in a while.
 The best strategy is to ask him help over an assignment or homework (even
if it isn’t his subject – pretend!)
 Spend at least a month to get to know the guy. Bring up discussions about
the prom and ask him if he’s got a date. If he says he has, back out a little,
but still stay friends. It shouldn’t seem to him that you were with him just
for the sole purpose of getting a date.
 If he’s single and not taken, make your move. Casually ask him if he would
to go with you. Don’t impose it on him; just say enough to get him thinking.
 Keep a time frame of at least a month or two prior to the prom, so that you
wouldn’t have to be desperately rushing things. Take it slow.
 Get to know more about him and his family and make sure that he is the
“right” guy for you to go out with.
Remember, guys don’t really fall for girls who solely talks about herself. He is
interested in teen girls who are smart, different, unique, elegant and a little
sober. If you are all of these, you stand a good chance to find a great date!
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Dollar$& $ense
So! You have to look your best and to look your best; you need to spend hundreds
of dollars. Right? Well, wrong! There are many smart tactics you can apply to save
on the dollars while also being able to look outright gorgeous! All it needs is a
little planning, a little financial sense and the ability to do a little research. Don’t
get your parent’s credit card rolling just for nothing when you can save them on
considerable expense. Here are a few tips you might find useful for this purpose.
 Don’t buy a branded dress. Take the sample of a branded dress and have it
stitched! Tailor made dresses tend to fit you better, saves on hundreds of
dollars and looks exactly like that branded dress. People don’t have to
know!
 Search online for wholesale retailers who sell last year’s branded stock at
half the price. There are also some sites that offer brand replicas at a much
lower rate. Do make sure though that the material is good enough.
 Maybe your mom would have some great dresses already with her. If
possible, you can have that altered or redesigned with a few touches here
and there.
 Borrow jewelry if possible, instead of buying them. You don’t even need
that much jewelry. Just a necklace, a pair of earrings and a brooch or
bracelet. Again your mom is the main resource!
 Don’t wear gold or expensive jewelry because there will always be a
chance of it slipping off or getting lost. So be careful.
 Borrow shoes from sister, mom or friend who have the same shoe size as
yours. You don’t need to go shopping for brand new shoes.
 If there’s someone in the circle who knows how to do good makeup (even
if she’s not a pro), you can ask them to help do your hair and makeup.
Saves you on a trip to the parlor!
 Borrow your parent’s car, instead of wasting money in renting a limo. Even
if renting one is absolutely necessary, get a whole group of friends
together, each pooling in their share of the rent.
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 Order pizzas or takeaway food and have fun at a friend’s place, rather than
dining out at a very expensive restaurant. Trust me, the best fun you will
ever have is when you behave like Yankees!
 Bring your own digital camera, instead of calling in for a professional
photographer. It’s your prom…not your wedding!
 Be creative! Make your own wrist corsage with artificial flowers than real
flowers that would cost you quite a few dollars! Or the beautiful scarf mom
has, you can use that gently around your neck.
Your prom night is basically a time for you to have fun the formal way. But it
doesn’t mean you have to go all bonkers about it and drain your parent’s credit
savings! Remember, with the economy going so down, things will be expensive
and double the price of what they usually would be. Do not go for branded things
when you can get replicas or discounted items that are equally beautiful.
Nobody’s going to inspect your brand. Even if they do, you can always lie about it
and get away with it easily. So Relax and go for cost effective solutions!
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Dress, Hair, Nails and Makeup
We’ve covered the planning, the date and the budget. Now let’s take a look at
what you can do about the dress, the hair, and the makeup! These are the leading
expenses and if you know how to do them well, you will not only save on money,
but will also look absolutely gorgeous without much of an effort.
The Dress
Now this is one of the most crucial decisions you will ever make in teenage years.
For a teen girl, the prom dress is as important as her future wedding dress (even
more than that). The dress is meant to give her instant recognition, oohss and
aahss from the opposite gender, vicious looks from contenders and will be the
one most important factor in making her prom night a lifetime memory. The prom
dress is not an accessory; it’s a lifeline. Period.
Selecting the dress would take almost an entire year for girls who want to have it
just perfect. Most of the time, girls fail to realize that the simplest of dresses are
often responsible for giving the most sensual looks. Just think, if all your friends
were to compete for the most stylish, trendiest dress, what would make you (or
them) stand out? Another high maintenance dress? Or a simple gown with basic
accessories? Of course you would be noticed as the, “fresh piece” amongst the
crowd. No heavy makeup, no heavy dresses to carry (and not sweating profusely)
and definitely no comfort issues.
There’s a huge difference between being classic and being trashy. An ultra mini
dress showing off cleavage is not your classic prom dress. Therefore, select
something that is a little beyond knee length or full ankle with a moderate slit on
the side. However, you will want to consult an expert dress maker to give you an
idea of what would suit your body type. Girls with an hourglass shaped body
should wear a flowing gown that gives your top figure a good look while flowing
over the lower figure. If you are a pear shaped, never make the mistake of buying
a tight, body fitting dress! If you’re athletic, don’t go for girly frills but opt for
something bold and beautiful, yet sober and sexy!
Go window shopping and keep a record of dresses you liked the most. Don’t buy
them instantly. Just keep 4 to 5 options ready at hand. What color theme do you
want to follow? This is important to decide, so that you can buy the dress and
other related items according to the color. Remember though that red and black
would be the most common colors, as girls simply love to don on a velvety red or
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black dress. Avoid wearing dark colors and go for something that is light and gives
you a glow. Soft pink or teal could be the ideal colors. Avoid blue, as that is mainly
seen as a male color. Do go for peal, peach or silver.
As mentioned above, you can always borrow your sister’s or mom’s dress or of
any senior friend who is the same size as you are. To make it look different, you
can always add in ribbons, laces or even front designs on the dress. Creativity is all
you need to make an old dress look new and unique.
Here are the few dress designs ideas for you:
Empire Cut
The empire cut dress is ideal for a pear shaped body and gives a little height to a
short and petite figure. It has a high waistline with a long flowing skirt that flows
from the waistline.

Sheath Dress
If you’re tall but a little curvy, you would love to wear the sheath dress. The fabric
is soft and hugs to your curves giving a beautiful silhouette. For tall and well built
bodies, the sheath dress style is just perfect.
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Ball Gown
Ok! This is Cinderella style and if you think you can manage a heavy dress with
grace and elegance you can definitely go for this style. But beware though this
kind of dress is not really in vogue as people shift towards “minimal is best”.
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High – Low or Front Opening Gown
This is a beautiful design that is fashionable, trendy and graceful. The dress is
given ankle length on the back side whereas on the front it has an opening
reaching to the knees. If you’ve got an hour glass figure with beautiful long legs,
this one is just for you!
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Tea Length
Want a relaxed, sexy look? Go for the Tea-length dress style. Meant for people
with a tall figure and beautiful calves, the dress gives a perked up and youthful
appearance.
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The A-Line
The A-line is a beautiful dress design that acts out like a natural skirt starting from
the waist. It has a seamless waist and is therefore perfect for people who have
large hips or thighs. The top can be given a proper fitting while you can a full flow
from the waist down.

There you go! Now I hope you have got enough ideas to know which dress could
suit you best! Remember you can get these beautiful dresses at a very reasonable
price if you know where to look for them. Don’t go buying from branded
boutiques or you could end up paying hundreds of dollars for this one single
dress.
The Hair and The Makeup!
I won’t go on giving long description about the hair, but here are a few prom
hairstyles that are not only trendy but can be easily made at home. If it seems to
much of a hassle to go through making a hairstyle, simply leave your hair open for
the night. Do make sure you trim out rough edges and have a blow dry. It will
leave hair soft and supple. Because I’m encouraging a “do it at home” regime, I’ll
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avoid giving you complicated hairstyle designs as complicated hairdos will need
you to visit the parlor which is an expense we want to curb.
Open Hairstyles
Don’t want to braid, tie or pin it up? Then have your hair open and flowing like
the designs here.
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Braided Hairstyles
You can have open and braided hairstyles together, if you know how to work on
these styles.

Pinned Up Hairstyles
Don’t want dangling hair? Then here are some fantastic pin ups to try!
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Pony Tail Hairstyles
For the daring and bold women, the pony hairstyle is absolutely a gorgeous style
to wear!
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Now ladies! You have got your dress idea, your hair ideas….Your prom
preparation is almost done!
Makeup and Nails
The dress and hairstyle alone is so engrossing that your nail and makeup seem to
be completely ignored. Prior to the night, you should have a manicure and
pedicure session. Remember your date will be holding your hand and your shoes
will be the reason your feet gets attention, so make sure you have them done
well. Choose a neutral nail color that may make it look supple. Avoid glaring colors
such as dark red, black, maroon or any of the sorts. It wouldn’t look beautiful if
you’re donning a beautiful dress. Here a few tips for your make up and nails.
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 Scrub your feet with a pumice to remove any dead skin cell and apply a foot
cream. Keep it over night. If you have had sun tanned feet, you might want
to wear covered shoes than open sandals.
 Apply essential oils onto your cuticles and edges so that your foot can have
a little glowing look.
 Practice your makeup a week before the actual day and try on different
styles so you may know what would be suiting.
 Do not try to be too trendy. Don’t load your face with makeup.
 If you’re making the eyes dark, don’t give your lips a dark shade. And vice
versa if the lips are given a dark shade.
 Use a matte base and anti-sweat product to keep you from sweating. The
matte will give you a supple look.
 Glitter eyes are a bit outdated because eye shadows now do have a slight
bit of shimmer added in. You don’t need to add in any extra.
 Don’t forget to add mascara to your lashes. Avoid putting artificial mascaras
as they would make your eyes go red and give a very fake look.
 If you’re wearing lenses for the first time, make sure you have you practice
wearing it a week prior so that you can feel use to it.
 Do put up black eyeliner as that would enhance your fair skin, giving you a
sultry look!
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You now have everything covered! Dress, shoes, nails and makeup!
Congratulations! You’re prom preparation is almost over – Well almost. You
still have practice left, experiments left and all the ifs and buts to deal with.
This is why I said earlier to have a complete rehearsal of your look before
you finally get on with it for the final day. You don’t want to have any end
minute issues that could stress your day out. So be prepared.
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How To Defeat Prom Anxiety
Initially prom was meant to be as a formal setting for passing teenagers to walk
into social life and bidding farewell to their high school years. However, with the
passing time, prom has taken on a fearful connotation. It has become very
demanding for teens to be glamorous, look skinny and try desperately hard to
find a date. So much is this pressure that a night meant for fun and excitement,
becomes an event that causes anxiety, fear and even depression – in some cases
severe depression.
Teens need to understand that a prom night is their night to go out with friends
and simply spend time together having dancing and having fun – in a moderate
way. You don’t have to look picture perfect. You don’t have to get a perfect date
and you definitely don’t have to win the Prom Queen pageant. So relax! Don’t
take it on too heavy on yourself and make your night worse off.
In case you are still feeling anxious and depressed, here are a few tips to help you
ward off the, weird, scary feeling.
 Don’t be desperate for a date. If there are couple of your friends who also
don’t have a date, make a group and hang out with them. An all-girls group
could be more fun than you realize.
 Don’t try too hard to look beautiful. The more you strive too hard to look
glamorous the more nervous you’ll be. Get in mom or your sister to help
you out with the shopping and makeup and let them guide you. Simplicity
will make you stand out more than overdoing makeup. Ever noticed how
Hollywood celebrities still manage to look beautiful with minimum makeup,
minimum jewelry?
 Beauty doesn’t come from just your clothes. It also comes from how
confidently and elegantly you carry yourself. Don’t be intimidated by
people more beautiful than you. Be happy that you are one perfect being
with a beautiful body!
 As said earlier, practice your dance moves, wear your dress and makeup as
a rehearsal before the night. You’ll feel more confident on the day itself.
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 Keep everything ready; from makeup to jewelry, keep it all in an organized
order on your dressing table. You’ll find it relieving the next day when you
have to get ready and everything is placed in proper order.
 Have a relaxing warm water bath and avoid hearing any hard punk music.
Keep your nerves calm. If you have time, pick a book. Just pretend that this
is like any other normal day with just the evening being a bit different than
usual. Take it easy.
 Practice walking and dancing on your heel shoes. Better yet apply cream or
ointment on the inner sides of your shoes to prevent painful shoe bites.
 If your date is someone you have never talked to before, you must be sure
to get a background check and leave your parents with the person’s contact
number and address. This is more of a pre-caution that will be both
relieving for your parents and for you.
 Stay in touch with your friends through text. This will help you feel a little
more relaxed. You can have your best friend over and get ready for the
prom together. In this way, you won’t feel anxious or scared.
 Don’t go totally hungry and don’t even binge. Eat some fruits or a sandwich
and try to get a relaxing afternoon nap. Remember NEVER stay hungry, as it
shakes your nervous system even more and you may even faint out of
nervous energy and exhaustion.
 Finally, when you are dressed and ready, take a deep breath, look in the
mirror and praise yourself. Don’t try to find flaws, don’t be finicky. That will
add to your stress. Be as good to yourself as possible. Talk to your parents
and sibling for a while and you’ll find yourself completely relaxed.
 Keep all kinds of negative thoughts away from your mind. Stop thinking,
“how do I look?”, “Will he like me?”, “What is she (your foe) going to look
like?”, “I can’t do this”, “I hate (a million things you hate)”.. These are all
negative statements that can build your anxiety even more. Don’t go into
them. Who cares if the guy likes you or not, or if the other girl looks good or
not! All that matter is you are going to have FUN and you will make sure
that you enjoy every moment of the party.
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Be Safe, Be Smart, Be Sober
A prom night meant to be fun filled and a social setup has gradually grown into an
atmosphere where teens have to alert and aware of whatever is happening
around them. There have been hundreds of sexual abuse and substance abuse
cases during prom nights which could have been easily prevented, had the teen
been sensible and alert.
Being a girl, you have to be smart and sober. One slight mistake and your
reputation, your family’s honor and even your life could be in jeopardy. Alcohol
abuse is a chronic issue that leads on to sexual encounters. In the pursuit of fun,
do not forget to remain sober. You don’t need to drink wine and you certainly
don’t need to hang out alone with a guy you hardly know. Always stick to a group
and be in the crowd. Leave the party on time with either your parents coming to
pick you up or going home with your friends. Do not go partying late in the night
only to end up in a sorry mess. It’s not worth it.
The website site http://www.sadd.org/ provides education and prevention
messages for youth. You can distribute this link around and help your friends be
aware of issues like alcohol abuse and drunk driving. These are not fantasy
stories; they are real and they could happen to you if you don’t take necessary
steps to ensure your safety and the safety of your friends. Do not:
 Drink and drive. You don’t only break the law but could also end up in
prison or meet with a fatal accident.
 Do not engage in underage driving.
 Know how to protect yourself from emotional and physical manipulation.
Given below is a prom pledge that you can print out and distribute amongst your
group of friends. It’s a pledge that commits to an alcohol and drug free prom
night.
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PROM PLEDGE

I want to have a great time at my prom and remember it forever.
I pledge not to indulge in alcohol or drugs as I care for myself,
my friends and family and for my community.
By signing below, I pledge to remain free from alcohol and other
drugs, never drive under the influence or ride with an
impaired driver; and I agree that I will always wear a seat belt.
I also pledge not to text and drive.

Date: _________
Student Signature: _____________
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Life After Prom
For high school seniors, their prom nights will be the one last bash they would
have together. Life after prom will be tough, hectic with choices to make, careers
to decide, relationships to keep and break. Signifying the end of school life, you
are now an adult ready to enter college and earn a degree in your specific career.
Get together with family and make decisions about your next educational
destination and find out what career interests you hold. College would also mean
getting educational funding and preparing for a challenging life. Your primary goal
after prom night is to choose a path that will lead you into the professional world.
A path where you will learn to grow as responsible citizens and serve your state,
yourself as well as your family!
Enjoy your prom night as much as you can, but again never make it a regrettable
incident. Do not indulge in alcohol or drugs, because one bad decision can cause
your life to crumble right before your eyes.
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